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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ACTION ALERT

LAWLESS SOETORO =
“Lawless body politic”
February 18, 2015 – A lawless head-of-state [Obama] will only lead to a lawless body politic.
– by J Mooers 2014 – The follow email was sent by Jonathan David Mooers:
These black teens likely lack father discipline just like our Counterfeit presIDent Soetoro-Obama. As a marginally
supervised teen, Barry Soetoro was not surveying the Virginia wilderness like Washington or splitting rails like Lincoln;
nope, abandoned Barry was sucking c@#$ for coke according to Mia Pope. It is no wonder Barry went on to become a
crack-and-pot crackpot. Some 72% of black newborns in USA are to unwed moms. Today, the color of a black person's
skin as they pass you by on the streets is a warning of the offensive flash-violent culture likely brewing under that skin.
Sorry to write all this and be so non-PC, but these are just my 65 year-old observations of reality (and PC = BS).
The family unit is the first government; an incubator for a growing child's values and affections. Trust is the mortar
that holds these units together to form a society. - J Mooers 2014
The crowning achievement of trillions of Lyndon Johnson's free-welfare-dollar-assisted black families are the "no-go
zones" of Decaying Detroit. Hitler used his "brown shirts" to bully otherwise kind Christian Germans into a kill-or-bekilled warrior nation and it took some 55 million deaths worldwide to end his Third Reich murder-machine in WWII. In
similar fashion today, lawless Barry Soetoro (an illegitimate Chicago mulatto), Contempt-of-Congress-Kook Holder
(cock-holder) and black carpetbagger Al "Sharpton" Charlatan are the leading master baiters of race card discord, using
welfare warriors, knock-out gamers and food stamp freedom fighters as manipulated "mike-brown-shirts" to bully
otherwise kind Americans. Pants up, Don't loot!
Just as Charles Murray indicated way back in 1980 in "Losing Ground", it is grossly immoral to pick out any portion of
any society and treat them differently than the rest of society. SOLUTION: Wean blacks and others off free welfare, like
taking away garbage dumpsters from wild bears, and let blacks and others naturally evolve again into self-reliant, selfrespecting spirits. Un-natural free welfare fosters urban slavery, unbounded lawlessness, violence and despair.
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